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Who are we?
Zach McDowell (since 2011)
Joseph Reagle (since 2014)



Wikipedia



Wikipedia is one of the top 5 websites



Who writes Wikipedia?



80,000 volunteers 
(“Wikipedians”) 
create Wikipedia



90% male



Only 16.9% of Wikipedia’s 
biographies are of women.

The “Gender Gap”







Powerful learning for students
Wikipedia’s impact on students



Fall 2016 Student 
Learning Outcomes study
• Total 1627 Students (survey)

• Three surveys across semester

• 96 Instructors (survey)

• 13 class focus groups 
(+200 participants)

• Open data and methods 
(Friday release on Wikimedia 
commons)

(So much data)

•



Major findings
• More time spent on assignments

• More satisfaction with work

• More perceived value for transferrable skills

• Shifting perceptions of Wikipedia / knowledge production in 

general



Who?



More satisfied with their work



Proud of their work



Spend (a little) more time



before



after



Skills transfer







What is happening?
(preliminary qualitative analysis)



Feeling good
“I think also the fact that it's public facing instead of just for a 
teacher. You're definitely more motivated to do something good 
that everybody approves, not just a teacher. Maybe you don't 
care about grades too much. Maybe you have an opinion about 
your teacher. That's irrelevant… you make those changes and you 
have something that stands, you feel good about yourself.”



Learning critical skills
“I think you're a lot more ... you have much more of a questioning 

mentality and you're a lot more conscious of the validity of the 

information that you read.”



Learning job skills
“It's a resume worthy skill at this point.”

“People want you to be able to use Facebook, Twitter. I feel like 
the direct skill, being trained and editing Wikipedia specifically is 
a valuable skill.”



Finding a purpose
“I found it like less daunting, like when the professor assigns me a 
ten page research paper or something. I have trouble getting 
myself to do it sometimes just because I'm like, "Why?" But this, I 
was like I'm contributing to something bigger and it's public. So, I 
felt more motivation to go in and edit it and whatever. “



Making a difference
“One thing I realized is, a lot of the stuff that we're writing about 
is very interconnected… I would try to link stuff and then it 
wouldn't work - there would be no page... it's not random, the 
information that's missing from Wikipedia. It's a history of the 
knowledge of the events that have been documented and 
historicized in the world, and that's what's on Wikipedia right 
now.”



Challenges and suggestions
Instructors, editing, students, and Wikipedians



Challenges: Instructors
● Going it alone

● Being lazy

● Misaligning rubric and grading



Suggestions: Instructors
● Work with WikiEd

● Make use of training & tools

● Don’t grade based on what 

stays on Wikipedia



Challenges: Wikipedia editing
● Obtuse syntax and ugly editor

● Many ways to do things (e.g., visual editor & source 

editor)

● So many pages!



Suggestions: Wikipedia editing
● Recommend visual editor, but explain underlying syntax

● Recommend an approach

● Teach students tips for finding stuff on Wikipedia



Challenges: Students
● Defensive or uncivil behavior

● Plagiarism and verbatim copying

● Conflicts of interest (i.e., personally relevant topics)

● Under-appreciate independent and reliable sources 



Suggestions: Students
● Stress importance of good faith and civility

● Make sure student pages are labeled as such

● Warn students copy-pasted text can be detected

● Teach students sourcing skills (e.g., beware of 

newswires)



Challenges: Wikipedians
● Varied personalities (friendly to difficult)

● Varied philosophies (inclusionists to deletionists)

● Can be a firehose of information and interaction



Suggestions: Wikipedians
● Tell students there's lots of different types of 

Wikipedians

● Show students examples of Wikipedians helping one 

another and civilly disagreeing

● Breathe, pace yourself, 

ask for help from others



Questions?

wikiedu.org/teach


